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Figure 1: PV-Pix smart messagingmaterials in use. The sender sketches amessage using a PV-Pix devicemounted in a window.
The remote recipient in another house interprets it as reminder to carry an umbrella.
ABSTRACT
Working with emergent users in two of Mumbai’s slums, we ex-
plored the value and uses of photovoltaic (PV) self-powering digital
materials. Through a series of co-design workshops, a diary study
and responses by artists and craftspeople, we developed the PV-Pix
concept for inter-home connections. Each PV-Pix element consists
of a deformable energy harvesting material that, when actuated by
a person in one home, changes its physical state both there and in a
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connected home. To explore the concept we considered two forms
of PV-Pix: one uses rigid materials and the other flexible ones. We
deployed two low-fidelity prototypes, each constructed of a grid
of one PV-Pix type, in four slum homes over a four week period to
further understand the usability and uses of the materials, eliciting
interesting inter-family communication practices. Encouraged by
these results we report on a first-step towards working prototypes
and demonstrate the technical viability of the approach.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interaction techniques; Partic-
ipatory design; Collaborative and social computing devices; Field
studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Digital futures are commonly imagined and constructed with com-
munities in co-design processes [18, 19, 29]. Predominantly these
activities involve what might be called mainstream or conventional
users who have a relatively high degree of access and literacy in
terms of digital technologies. In contrast, emergent users [7], based
in the global south, have been relatively marginalised from “future
making”, overlooking their rich perspectives, experiences and re-
source constraints that can diversify and challenge the Californian-
centric design standpoint [25]. Over recent years, there has been
a growing interest in working with and for such communities not
simply to address the challenges and needs such groups pose but
also to innovate freshly, bringing new perspectives on future digital
devices and services applicable globally.
Over many years of working with these sorts of communities,
a common feature we have observed has been underdeveloped
energy infrastructures exhibited in either a lack of grid connectivity,
interruptions to supply, or simply a paucity of power points to
recharge the ubiquitous mobile phone. Although not explicitly
designed for such contexts, self-powered devices and services such
as those proposed in [1, 8] seem to provide partial solutions to these
issues. However, instead of seeking to deploy such proposals in an
emergent user context to solve a problem, we set out to actively and
deeply engage with people living in large slum communities1 in
Mumbai, India, openly to explore interaction forms that go beyond
those that have been imagined by conventional users [21].
Our starting point was the energy harvesting material most com-
monly proposed in self-powered digital interfaces – photovoltaics
(PV). While many previous studies have shown the potential of
using PV to drive a low-energy digital display—such as those using
E Ink—or as a standalone self-powered sensor for user input, our
co-design led to a disruptive proposition: why not construct a dis-
play where each of its elements—the “pixels”—are constructed of
and provided energy to function by PV material. Figures 6 and 7
illustrate two types of PV-Pix envisaged (and later created) by our
work; one made using rigid PV material and the other flexible, rol-
lable PV. This paper, then, contributes a novel class of self-powered
deformable interfaces, showing how our co-designers led us to the
innovations through sharing their communication and informa-
tion needs alongside the materials and physical environments that
matter to them.
1We use the term slum descriptively to draw attention to the lack of infrastructure and
harsh physical realities that residents face. We distance ourselves from any normative
connotations the term carries, particularly surrounding the legitimacy of land use.
As well as this material innovation, we also present one form of
its use – to construct grid-like pixellated displays to afford inter-
family communications. We studied the ways such displays might
be used by deploying low-fidelity prototypes in two pairs of con-
nected households over an extended period, work that highlighted
the value of the material as a basis for creative, reflective message
construction and interpretation. By creating fully functional PV-
Pix, we also provide evidence that such a concept can be realised
in practice and provide technical designs and starting points for
others to build on.
2 BACKGROUND
Technologically our research is closely aligned with research into
self-powered devices. Once freed from the constraint of plugging
in or swapping batteries, such ‘self-sustaining’ technologies, in
Abowd’s view [1], are key to unlocking a far-reaching vision of
computing where we stop thinking about digital devices and physi-
cal objects as separate entities. Such computational materials have
the potential to inextricably link physical and digital entities.
The work of Grosse-Puppendahl et al. [8] shows how this vision
is already being realised: that it is possible to give physical presence
to snippets of digital information—such as the outside tempera-
ture or an unread message count—in the form of a self-contained,
self-powered situated display about the size of a sticky note. They
achieve this by sandwiching energy-harvesting PV material on the
back side with low-energy displays on the front side and wireless
communication in between. Their work further shows how operat-
ing under the constraint of self-powermeant using lower-resolution
monochrome displays as they aremore energy efficient, and how dif-
ferent office lighting conditions (near a window vs. on a desk) affect
how many times the situated displays can update throughout a day.
Low-power display technologies such as E Ink and electrochromics
are particularly suitable to self-powered operation as they only
require power to change (rather than maintain) their display.
More recent work has shown the benefits of leveraging PV-
materials for more than energy capture. Zhang et al.’s OptoSense
demonstrates how everyday objects can be extended with PV-
materials arranged along different dimensions that can be leveraged
to sense changes in ambient light intensity as well as power micro-
controllers to infer user interactions from changes in light intensity,
such as moving a hand over an object [40]. Meena et al.’s PV-Tiles
develop similar sensing abilities, but also demonstrate that organic
PV materials (OPV), which can be semi-transparent or coloured,
can be laid down in geometric patterns to offer aesthetic qualities
much like that of a patterned tile [21]. Whereas Grosse-Puppendahl
et al. [8] separated out PV from display, the semi-transparent OPV
material of PV-Tiles can be layered on top of a display, which is fur-
ther layered on top of microcontrollers and wireless communication
modules. OPV has the further advantage of being flexible as well
as semi-transparent – unique properties that Landerer et al. exploit
in developing their self-powered sunglasses with semi-transparent
and flexible OPV lenses that can also display information [15]. How-
ever, the trade-off is that semi-transparent OPV absorbs less light
and is therefore less efficient than its opaque counterparts.
Dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) are a different type of PV that
can work well in low-light conditions and can be dyed in vibrant
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semi-transparent colours. Sony demonstrated these two properties
in a beautifully designed solar window depicting flowers2, although
their early demonstrator did not integrate the interactive capabili-
ties of more recent research. Manufactured into the shape of textiles,
Wen et al.’s research shows how DSSCs can be woven into clothing
to power novel wearable experiences [39]. Wen et al. further show
how more electricity can be harvested if DSSCs are combined with
triboelectric nanogenerators for random body motion energy.
Although the empirical focus of our research is on PV materials
and their self-powered, interactive applications, devices that lever-
age the aforementioned nanogenerators [5, 32] and techniques such
as passive communication through FM backscatter [2, 36] further
demonstrate a nascent research interest that is coalescing around
integrating energy harvesting, sensing, computing, and communi-
cation. These are the defining properties of Abowd’s computational
materials [1]. So, if we follow this eponymous and ambitious vision
of computing, such computational materials—produced at low-cost
and scale—will create a future where “trillions of independent objects
will cover a majority of the surfaces that surround us” [1].
Donald Schön famously characterised design as a reflective con-
versation with materials [30]. With the computational and self-
powered materials of our research thus introduced, let us consider
aspects and dimensions that equally influenced our design approach
and the PV-Pix concept.
2.1 Innovation perspectives beyond the
mainstream
Reflecting on Abowd’s computational materials we can’t help but
wonder if it is not the innovation and future-making practices that
create such technological possibilities that Suchman took issue with
as she penned her notes from the hyperdeveloped world [35]. To his
credit, Abowd also recognises that advances in computational mate-
rials will require creative designs that reflect and emphasise societal
values to “concretely influence” the capabilities of computational
materials beyond their current technical emphasis. However, for
this nascent field of research this has not happened yet, and is a
crucial gap we address in our research.
To be sure, prototypes to control audio playback using nothing
more than a drawstring of a hooded sweatshirt [32], or sunglasses
with PV lenses and embedded displays [15], certainly evoke images
of ‘silicon valley cool’. And they certainly function as technolog-
ical proofs of concept, but following Suchman we also see them
as ‘proof’ of specific information flows – the conditions of pos-
sibility for imaging, designing and developing new technologies.
It is the asymmetric nature of these flows, wherein “those in the
hyperdeveloped countries maintain a disproportionate hold over the
distribution of [ . . . ] information technologies” that Suchman takes
issue with [35]. A powerful tactic that she suggests is to ask the
question: “What are the opportunities to interrupt these asymmetric
flows and redirect them?” [35]. Within the arena of mobile comput-
ing, the work of Jones et al. [12] and Robinson et al. [27] suggests
that innovative, radically different, and widely applicable technolo-
gies are possible if we situate design outside of the hyperdeveloped
2See: https://newatlas.com/sonys-solar-windows-eco-products-2010-tokyo/17257/
(accessed July 30, 2020)
world and engage emergent users in the design of future technolo-
gies. By attending to Suchman’s provocation, and situating design
activities in slum communities, we also respond to Abowd’s ques-
tion surrounding ‘core societal values’, by embedding human values
of diversity and inclusivity in our research.
2.2 Dharavi
Home to around a million residents, Dharavi is a 2 km2 slum within
the city of Mumbai, India. Migrants from all over India initially
settled in the area that is now known as Dharavi because market
demand for its marshland was very low [4]. With little government
investment or planning, and few residents having formal titles on
their homes, even as early settlers improved the land and built
and developed infrastructure, the cost of living remained low. Over
many years, settlers developed thriving fishing, tannery and textile
industries, as well as supply chains and satellite businesses. With
the land surrounding Dharavi now formally developed, the slum
has become extremely densely populated, with around 20 times the
population density of London, or 500 times the density of Miami,
by some estimates [3]. Because of this, and the growth of industry
in the area, typically separated industrial, retail and residential
buildings have been merged into mixed-use buildings and spaces
that epitomise Dharavi today. An underutilised workshop is often
transformed into a hostel or appended with a storefront, and homes
also often double as shops. While some see the slum as a blemish or
empathise with the poor living conditions of its residents, others see
a thriving ‘city-system’ that while formally unplanned is inarguably
designed by its entrepreneurial migrant-settlers [3].
With urbanisation on the rise and a dearth of affordable (formal)
housing, especially in the cities of the global south, residents in
Dharavi are living through and tackling the challenges that, as ur-
ban planners predict, people will increasingly face in the future [6].
The same can be said of Dharavi’s unreliable electricity supply.
Energy grids all over the world are struggling to cope with integrat-
ing renewable energy supplies [34]. From the perspective of those
maintaining electrical grids, low-carbon renewable electrons are of-
ten generated at the wrong time and in the wrong places, compared
to the steady and predictable ones generated through coals fires
or nuclear chain reactions [34, 37]. Intermittent power supply and
overloaded demand, such as that residents in Dharavi routinely cope
with, are part of global energy futures (including in hyperdeveloped
countries) [37]. Imagining and prototyping systems that reframe
energy relationships in communities at the periphery is therefore
a powerful and widely applicable design method, as argued and
demonstrated by Watts et al.’s ‘reconstrained design’ [38].
For a nascent field of research that has not quite figured out
what computational materials are and, just as importantly, why
they matter, we can think of no better place than Dharavi to situate
our research. This is a key motivation for why we continue long-
standing engagements with community members in Dharavi.
2.3 Emergent users
Residents in places like Dharavi are sometimes referred to as ‘emer-
gent users’; people who are embracing technologies such as the
mobile phone, but who “may have less education [ . . . ] who may
be poor [ . . . ] are often located away from commercial and political
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Figure 2: Activity flow of the work presented in this paper. The overlap of the Covid-19 pandemic is also shown – “Unlock”
1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 are periods of reduced restrictions.
centres” [7]. Following this characterisation, research involving
emergent users often seeks to address the cognitive barriers that
users face in effectively utilising digital technologies [13], the im-
plications this has for user interface design [23] and the social
workarounds people deploy to access digital information, such as
intermediation [28].While we are aware andmindful of these issues,
they were not an explicit empirical feature of our work.
2.4 Sustaining human connections
Our research with families in Dharavi, culminating in the PV-Pix
concept that we present, shows how self-sustaining PV materials
can also mediate and sustain human connections. CHI proceedings
of the past 30 years have included an impressive and creative array
of situated, sometimes tangible, interfaces to enable communication
between family and friends in different places: too many to attempt
to summarise here. We note, though, that we could not find any
designs or systems that operate under the constraint of self-power.
So we instead draw upon Harper’s reflections on the philosophical
and empirical fallacies implicitly embedded into the design of many
computer mediated communications systems: namely, that ‘more’
is better [10]; that synchronous is better than asynchronous; that
visual is better than auditory; and, that multisensual is better than
unisensual. Similarly, when considering the technical implemen-
tation of these communication channels, Harper warns us of the
metaphysical trap of thinking of human communication in a me-
chanical sense: that it is an exchange of information or messages
passed back and forth [10]. Adopting such a view comes at the
expense of the much harder to cultivate sensibility that sees the
performative values as well as the social and moral implication of
communication. However, adopting a performative view of com-
munication and operating under the constraint of self-power draws
attention to the ways in which simpler interactions can be lever-
aged for creative expression and ultimately to create and maintain
social bonds between families. One suggested strategy is to think of
the messages communicated between close relations as gifts [10].
2.5 Methods
Working, as we did in the work reported here, across cultures, ge-
ographies and disciplines, with all its attendant challenges and
injustices, highlights that the world we live in is a mess – to para-
phrase the social scientist John Law [16]. The research activities
reported here were also undertaken in the time-period immediately
following the start of the global Covid-19 pandemic, and carried
on during the months of lockdown in Mumbai, in an unfamiliar,
remote form (see Fig. 2). Our research therefore resonates with
Law’s suggestion to stop thinking of a method as a form of black
box, to be taken off a shelf, and where new inputs yield new outputs.
Methods, in Law’s view, should be carefully adapted and ‘assem-
bled’ and subsequently performed in response to the specific social,
technical, environmental, or public health ‘mess’ at hand [16].
In reality, then, the PV-Pix concept is not the outcome of a par-
ticular method, nor is it attributable to a particular participant or re-
searcher. It is the product of entangled engagement with people, ma-
terials, place, and diverse perspectives. That said, initial workshops
(Sections 3.1 and 3.2) were planned based on previously published
emergent user community methods, including the value of enrich-
ing these with artistic perspectives as described in [24–26]. The
results from thematic analyses of these two initiators and the home
workshop (Section 3.3), led to a diary study that in turn highlighted
the opportunities embodied in subsequent low-fidelity prototypes.
3 RE-IMAGINING BUILDING MATERIALS IN
SLUM SETTINGS
We began our engagement with the Dharavi community by intro-
ducing the concept of self-powered digital materials to a community
leader who, over the course of the research, became a valued com-
munity liaison. With his help, we surveyed the built environments
in Dharavi and found that tiles are not only a pervasive and aestheti-
cally decorated building material, but also one that is manufactured
locally by potters who have been working in Dharavi for over a
century [14]. This suggested that the PV-Tiles concept, as developed
by Meena et al. [21], would be a fruitful starting place to explore
and co-design self-powered computational materials that could be
embedded into Dharavi’s built environment and potentially even
manufactured nearby. The PV-Tiles concept closely couples the
energy harvesting material with an interactive display and sensors
into a tile module so that self-powering interfaces can be fully inte-
grated with surfaces as diverse as kitchen walls, floors and tabletops.
While the liaison recruited participants, spoke with potters and
found space in a community centre for us to host a design workshop,
the team of researchers developed probes—strategically incomplete
prototypes—to surface specific material constraints or material
properties of self-powered interfaces and interactions as suggested
in [21]. Our co-design workshops with residents of Dharavi, there-
fore, became a dialogue of people, place, and self-powered digital
materials [30]. Over the course of five days we conducted two half-
day workshops in Dharavi, one with residents in the community
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Figure 3: The technology probesweused in the communityworkshop inDharavi. From left to right: (a) electrochromic displays,
(b) E Ink displays, (c) connected phone array, (d) dye-sensitised solar cell (DSSC), (e) proximity sensor with LEDs.
centre, and another in a participant’s home. We also extended de-
sign activities between those two workshops, by visiting a potter’s
manufacturing workshop in Dharavi and by engaging with artists
local to the Mumbai area. So by the time of the home based work-
shop, we had gathered further design materials and refined probes
to deepen our engagement and dialogue with earlier participants.
3.1 Envisioning workshop with the community
We recruited 12 emergent user residents of Dharavi (6F, 6M) aged
(18–64) broadly representative of the Dharavi population who
resided in tightly-packed one- or two-room dwellings and lived
with daily resource constraints including limited access to sani-
tation, electricity and internet. The workshop was organised and
attended by six of the team consisting of designers, computer scien-
tists, electrical engineers and translators; took place in a community
hall in Dharavi; and, like all activities reported here, began with
an informed consent process for which we obtained IRB ethical
approval. Each participant was paid |500 (≈ $7) for taking part.
We brought five probes to surface and demonstrate the material
properties and constraints of technologies that could potentially be
self-powered. The probes were (as shown in Fig. 3): (a) a transparent
electrochromic (EC) display which can shift between two geomet-
ric patterns of roughly equal size; (b) E Ink devices to display a
collection of tile patterns and images captured in Dharavi; (c) a con-
nected array of smartphones with greyscale filters, where changing
or interacting with an image on one phone would change the whole
array; (d) a DSSC cell to demonstrate how solar cells can be semi-
transparent and colourful; and, (e) proximity sensors connected to
LEDs – moving a hand close to the device turns on the lights.
We explained that E Ink and EC displays are good candidates for
self-powered displays as they only require power when changing
the displayed image, but could not be updated quickly as it takes
a second or two for the displays to change state (EC) or show the
next pattern (E Ink). By demonstrating these unfamiliar display
technologies, we asked participants to reflect on the qualities of the
EC and E Ink displays, especially in comparison to the television
or mobile displays participants were familiar with. In the case
of EC displays and DSSCs—two semi-transparent materials—we
further demonstrated how these two technologies could be merged
together to create self-powered displays, with the DSSC overlaid
on top of the EC. Finally, we also showed how such self-powered
tiles could be extended through sensors to drive interactivity, as
demonstrated through the proximity sensor, or connected to nearby
‘tiles’, demonstrated through the phone array.
Discussions surrounding the individual probes, at the start of the
workshop, showed that participants understood the concepts and
constraints behind each of them and the overall aims of the PV-Tile
concept [21]. After this introductory session we asked the partic-
ipants to consider the use of PV-Tile-like modules in home and
public settings. This brainstorming session led to ideas and scenar-
ios that were scaffolded by participants’ familiar experiences with
their mobile phone and through conventional uses of PV panels. For
instance, in thinking about ways in which EC displays could sense
and react to gestures, participants drew upon the familiar gesture-
based user interface of the mobile photo gallery. They suggested
how users could swipe through and (pinch to) zoom into photos
displayed on a tile. Or, in discussing how DSSCs could power a tile,
participants expressed a desire for DSSCs to power or charge other
devices. In discussing these examples we do not intend to critique
participants; to the contrary, we are thankful for their creativity
and dedication. If anything, these cases show that the probes we
used, which presented the display as a separate component to the
energy harvesting surface and sensors, did not afford divergences
from “conventional” self-powered interfaces such as those previ-
ously reported by [21]. This failure in innovation—reported here in
the spirit of “documentation of process”, typical in design-oriented
research [41]—was a first spur to reimagining the role of energy
harvesting elements that was elaborated through the further studies
presented later in this paper.
Turning now to potential applications, those relevant to inside
homes for members of the family dominated discussions in compar-
ison to public and retail settings that were also explored. For anal-
ysis, researchers reviewed videos and notes independently, initially
through the lens of the possibilities afforded by the different probes.
This first stage was then complemented by a group thematic anal-
ysis identifying the unprompted applications and material integra-
tion. The results strongly indicated home use over public use with
few suggestions around applications outside the home. The analyses
from this session revealed a common desire to use the technologies
to connect to specific people, places, and deities. For instance, one
participant mentioned she would like tiles to represent the land-
scape of her village, which prompted discussions around connecting
with family ‘back home’ in the rural areas they had migrated from.
The eldest participant suggested messaging a tile with her location
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to update her grandchildren on her whereabouts. Using the tiles
to keep neighbours in contact was also highlighted as valuable.
Thinking about how tiles could be integrated into existing visual
elements in their homes, there was agreement amongst participants
that a tile could show an image of a God most of the time, but then
switch to a different image to signify a particular event. These
triggers ranged from a child returning from school (represented by
an image of a bus) or the occurrence of a festival that would change
the default image to one more closely associated with that event.
After the community centre discussions, the group split into two
with each sub-group accompanied by three of the research team.
These groups then carried out a walking technology tour [33], iden-
tifying places in the narrow alleyways and wider main streets for
possible uses of self-powered surfaces. Common suggestions in-
cluded kiosk shutters to show opening hours; integration with tiled
walls to display community information; and, door-steps for tiles
that could display changing Rangoli-style patterns3 or enable simple
games. However, there was also a shared concern about the security
and robustness of public deployments, with both groups suggesting
the need to place devices out of reach to avoid theft or damage.
While most of the workshop was either in an uncommonly open
and airy room or out in the streets of Dharavi, upon concluding the
workshop one participant invited the researchers into her nearby
single-room home so we could see for ourselves the densely popu-
lated and multi-purpose context that any home-based self-powered
design propositions would need to be situated within.
3.2 Session with artists and craftspeople
Following the community-centre workshop, we subsequently en-
gaged with three artists (2M & 1F, each paid |2,000 (≈ $27)) from
across Mumbai to gather feedback on the technological possibilities
of self-powered interactive materials in general and on the themes
and application areas that emerged from the community centre
workshop specifically. Furthermore, as an expressive exercise we
also asked the artists to sketch interactive tile concepts for us to
showcase to community centre workshop participants. One of the
artists who practices ceramic glazing worked with another who
was an animation artist, and prompted us to think about how self-
powering interactive materials could be leveraged for movement
and effect in an otherwise static built environment. The concept
they developed was a single line of tiles each consisting of an
energy-harvesting DSSC outer layer, sitting above an EC display
that could switch between two states: empty sea or a ship on the
wave. By switching state across the line of tiles in a room, the boat
could appear to move along the waves as the day progresses, with
users hanging things on the wall to represent activities that need
to be done at particular times of day.
Given his experience in architecture, the third, senior and na-
tionally recognised artist prompted us to think about materials
beyond tiles: doors, windows, and other thresholds; key insights,
as it turned out, for the PV-Pix concept that we present later in
this paper. Drawing on his interest in aesthetics of specific Indian
cultures, he showed us how good humour and religious imagery
could be integrated to facilitate intergenerational communication
3Rangoli is an art form in which intricate patterns are made on the ground using
colourful powders.
within a family. For his specific example, he sketched a tile showing
a smiling Hanuman (a well-known Hindu God). As a way of telling
his children to clean the room, he could gesture at the tile, causing
Hanuman to close his nostrils with his fingers because of the smell
in the room. Once the task was complete, the children could gesture
at the tile and make Hanuman smile again.
To supplement this artistic perspective, we visited a renowned
potters area, situated less than 200 metres away from the homes of
the emergent user community members who attended the work-
shops, and engaged five craftspersons living in Dharavi. Craftsper-
sons then made tiles out of terracotta clay depicting ideas from the
workshop and engaged in discussions with the researchers, reflect-
ing on both the new market possibilities of adding modern digital
materials to ancient clay practices, as well as noting the practical
difficulties of doing so.
3.3 Co-design workshop in the home setting
Since domestic settings and inter- and intra-family communication
scenarios were key themes in the community centre workshop, we
asked the community liaison if it was appropriate for us to have a
follow-up workshop inside a home. One participant volunteered her
home, and together with the liaison she agreed to host a half-day
workshop with three researchers (designer & translator, computer
scientist, electrical engineer) and five female participants from the
earlier workshop, including herself. We paid each participant |500
(≈ $7) for their participation in the study.
Inside the home the idea of a self-powered device resonated
with the participants, who shared their difficulty in getting access
to a charging point, as homes usually have only one or two wall
sockets. Participants were shown the artists’ sketches, the clay tiles
produced by potters, and further sketches we prepared after the
previous workshop based on ideas it generated. This led to interest-
ing discussions that, situated inside the home, ultimately, critically
interrogated the tile concept as a whole. When asked to imagine
living with different tile concepts, participants expressed concerns
surrounding application areas that are too narrowly defined or are
tailored to only one person. They also wondered how durable a tile
could actually be – a valid concern. Taken together, these discus-
sions suggest that the PV-Tile concept as seen in previous work
is too strongly fixed within the environment, and too tightly inte-
grated and focused on specific, rather than flexible application areas.
Alongside this important insight, by situating this workshop inside
a single-room home, we were exposed to how in-home constrained
spaces are frequently rearranged, in this case both to accommodate
our workshop and to accommodate the needs of other residents.
4 DIARY STUDY
Over the various community workshops and activities participants
demonstrated increasing understanding of how technologies that
could reasonably be self-powered worked, and saw greater value in
home-based installations. However, the question of what forms and
functions these self-powered technologies could take on in order
to fit within the existing material and uses of a Dharavi home was
never quite addressed. This suggested that we—the researchers—
needed to learn more about the everyday (spatial) practices of
residents living in single-room, multiple-use homes. In order to
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Figure 4: An example of the type of household videos submitted during the diary study (image created for this figure by
merging frames from a submitted video into a single panorama image). This single room home functions as a beauty parlour
by day and a family space by night.
explore this aspect further we conducted a follow-up study into the
uses, behaviours and adaptions seen in typical dwellings. We used
a diary study methodology, recruiting households in slum areas of
Mumbai to provide insight into their living spaces.
4.1 Participants and method
Four households (three four-person; one five-person) took part in
the study. All participants were originally migrants to Mumbai from
the same region, but have lived in slum areas of the city for the
past 15–20 years. Each dwelling had between one and three rooms,
separated either by a temporary partition or subdividing walls. All
adults in the households (apart from one who is an office clerk
and uses a laptop) were classed as emergent users – that is, they
have low textual literacy and have difficulty in typing on a phone,
preferring to use voice messages or phone calls. We followed an IRB-
approved informed consent procedure with the family, mediated via
the head of each household, obtaining permission to anonymously
store submitted diary materials (consisting of images or videos of
house interiors) and audio recordings of follow-up interviews.
The diary task was designed to capture regular snapshots of the
layout, usage and any changes to the fabric of each household. In
order to do this, the head of the household (or a delegated adult fam-
ily member) was instructed to stand in one place, begin recording
a video on their mobile phone and slowly pan to show the whole
space, then move to the next room (if applicable), and repeat (see
Fig. 4). Participants were asked to complete this task three times
per day (morning, afternoon and evening) each day for six days.
We asked participants to avoid capturing images of people, and to
review videos before submitting to ensure they were comfortable
sharing the content with us.
At the end of each study day a researcher interviewed the head
of the family or the engaged member of that day to discuss and
capture any clarifications on the use of articles and space shown in
the shared media. After the third day of the study the wider research
team reviewed the materials to discuss use-cases and raise any
queries to feed back to participating families. At the end of the six-
day diary study period we conducted a final interview session with
each family to review the materials and discuss potential insights.
We paid each household |4,000 (≈ $55) for their participation.
To analyse the submitted diary materials, three members of the
research team divided the incoming videos between themselves and
recorded observations and insights in the following focus areas:
• Changes in usage of the space at different times of day
• Objects that are triggering changes in the sense of space (e.g.,
movement, addition, division, removal, etc.)
• Correlations between object usage patterns inside the homes
(e.g., curtains closed to avoid glare)
• Lighting use and availability; control of light (e.g., sunlight
vs. artificial light)
4.2 Contextual insights
In total, 65 videos were shared from the four homes.4 Following
the procedure outlined above, we analysed these materials, gener-
ating a range of contextual insights that are detailed below using
illustrative examples.
Space adaptations: All of the households that participated in the
study had dwellings that were small in area. However, the
adaptation of spaces within these constructions is a result
of a lived experience of domesticity unique to its cultural
context. All of the households subdivided the spaces into
specific use-case-focused areas as might be expected. But
there were also interesting examples of more substantial
adaptations. For example, one of the homes was used both
as a living space and a public beauty parlour. One partition
of the single-room dwelling was used as the shop during the
day and the bedroom at night. Household objects such as the
television and sofa change their context in the evening as the
shutter of the shop goes down and the space transitions into a
private home accommodating four people. The sofa becomes
a single bed, and all of the floor space is converted by laying
out a foldable mattress and bedsheets. Customisations such
as these highlight the real need for flexible and adaptable
technologies that can accommodate and be successfully used
in highly multipurpose spaces.
Materials and aesthetics: As described above, participants were
used to moving objects and partitioning rooms in temporary
4In one household unavailability of a shared phone caused the participant to miss four
video submissions. In another the house’s dual-use as a beauty parlour meant that the
participant was busy with clients and unable to create a video on three occasions.
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or more permanent arrangements. This was achieved in most
cases by, for example, hanging a curtain on a rope suspended
between nails; fixing a rod when a semi-permanent divider
was needed; or, constructing a metal frame with rigid sheets
of patterned material for more permanent needs. In terms
of materials used for this, textiles were the most commonly
seen, in addition to their usage as curtains and drapes over
windows and doors.
At first glance, many of the spaces shown in participants’
videos might seem cluttered, with various objects competing
over the limited space available (Fig. 4). However, most of
the surfaces, objects and placements were carefully consid-
ered by participants. Participants recounted in great detail
the rationale and links between their wall decorations, deity
images, pictures, curtains and other object used to decorate
and augment the spaces. This was a clear insight that aes-
thetic qualities are as important as functional qualities for
the proposed material.
Lighting: Light availability is clearly a key consideration when
designing devices that are intended to be self-powered using
photovoltaics. For our participants, availability of sunlight
inside their homes varied considerably through the day. Tran-
sition spaces between the outdoor and indoor (e.g., windows
and doors) were able to let ample amounts of natural light
into all four of the homes.
These findings suggested two potential materials and sites of
interest within the homes. Firstly, the transition spaces (doorways
and windows) usually included blinds of various designs includ-
ing strings of rigid glass beads or textile drapes; and, drapes were
pervasively used to partition living spaces. In addition, the artists
we worked with earlier identified aesthetic and cultural values of
such thresholds (see Section 3.2). The prototypes simply showed
these materials with representations of where an interactive ele-
ment could be incorporated (e.g., within the curtain pattern or on a
window slat). The comments by participants on these confirmed
them as potential sites of value and interest that we explored in
low- and high-fidelity prototypes.
5 FROM DESIGN INSIGHTS TO A RE-SEEING
OF PV MATERIALS AND INTERACTION
Taking the thematic analyses from the workshops and diary study,
we explored overlaps of the predominant categories. This identified
the home as a key site for exploration (see Section 3); the need
for a strong consideration of the materials and their home use
(Sections 3.2 and 4); and, a desire for diverse ways to maintain
connections (Section 3.1)
Home as key use context: While the workshops exposed poten-
tial uses of the material in public settings, a richer set of
opportunities was apparent within the home context. Par-
tially this was due to security and robustness considerations
of alleyway- or shop-front-based installations. More signifi-
cantly as we moved our focus and discussions into partici-
pants’ homes, it was clear that, given the small, densely and
diversely populated dwellings, home dwellers gave much
thought about the value of and use of materials they chose
to place in their rooms. These choices have to accommodate
the inter-generational occupants of the relatively very small
living spaces; and, re-configurations of the space to enable
different activities.
Collaging and the home environment: One of the functions of
the form and use of the slum dwellings was a highly apparent
mixing and embedding of materials reflecting different home
tastes and needs as well as the desire to optimise the use
of surfaces and other objects. Whereas multi-room homes
in more affluent regions might see different aesthetics on
display in different rooms or one aesthetic choice articulated
in more diluted forms across several rooms, in the slum
dwellings there was an intense mix of material forms, colours
and their juxtapositions.
Maintaining relationships: Being connected was seen as criti-
cal to our participants, be that with the rural regions they
migrated from or with family and friends a few alleys away.
In terms of digital services to satisfy this need for connection,
WhatsApp and phone calls were pervasive. Participants’ ac-
cess to these technologies was uneven, however, with the
older generations forsakingWhatsApp and there often being
one device shared between the entire household.
6 THE PV-PIX CONCEPT
Reflecting with our co-designers and considering the responses of
our artist and craftspeople participants, then, we saw an opportu-
nity for a PV material that: is home based; could be woven into
the fabric of the home responding to aesthetic and spatial consid-
erations; and, is inter-home relationship focused but provides a
more inclusive and alternative to the hyper-connectivity seen with
mobile messaging services.
We propose a novel and disruptive use of energy-harvesting
materials to create displays for such inter-space connections. Con-
ceptually, each display consists of one or more PV-Pix. Each PV-Pix
pixel is a module that is made of materials that can harvest energy
and use that power to deform itself once actuated by a person,
altering its state to communicate between homes. Deformation
for communication was seen as valuable as it enables the sort of
non-screen display and more tangible interactions valued by partic-
ipants as well as fitting the aesthetic and reconfiguration dynamics
identified in the diary study.
We include this design space as one of our aims is to connect
HCI with material science and engineering. We hope it will be used
by multidisciplinary teams to create a range of displays that go
beyond those prototyped here:
Energy harvesting technology: An individual PV-Pix pixel may
be constructed of a number of PV technologies (e.g., dye-
sensitised, perovskite, organic or silicon solar cells). PV tech-
nology is developing at a rapid pace both in terms of its
harvesting efficiency and deployment, with future innova-
tions to include woven or printable PV, enabling the PV-PIX
to be incorporated within the wide range of contexts seen
in the home workshop and diary study.
Form factors: A PV-Pix pixel may be made into different shapes
and sizes, may be patterned and coloured, and can have dif-
ferent degrees of flexibility (i.e., rigid to fully flexible). These
form-factors enable PV-Pix elements that can be embedded
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into a range of other home materials. For example, strings of
glass beads used as a door curtain in some of the diary study
homes we observed could become PV-Pix displays with each
glass bead being a PV-Pix element.
State change mechanism: A PV-Pix module is used to communi-
cate in a visual way by changing its physical appearance via
any mechanical manipulation technique, including angular
movements like rotation or tilting; or, linear ones such as
rolling or unrolling.
States: Once actuated the deformation leads to a state change. The
change might be related to one or more possibilities, such
as orientation, colour, pattern or image visible, revealing or
hiding the aesthetic elements that are integral to the PV-
material. This feature—and the previous one—was inspired
by the range of re-configurations and re-arrangements of
objects and materials seen in the diary study.
Device construction and configuration: PV-Pix pixels could be
arranged in different configurations in 2D or 3D space with
different spatial relationships. Most simply, the device could
consist of one PV-Pix, while a simple configuration of multi-
ple PV-Pix elements could be a grid pattern (as explored later
in this paper). Consider, also, more complex arrangements –
for example, creating a spherical display consisting of a num-
ber of curved PV-Pix modules each rotating individually and
independently to show different patterns, accommodating,
for instance the non-tile examples surfaced in the workshop
with the artists.
Gesture sensing: A PV-Pix pixel could sense a user’s gesture from
the shadow they create by blocking the incidental light, or
the light reflected or shone onto it due to the user’s gestures.
Alternatively, additional sensors—dependent on the power
available—could be used, such as proximity or touch. We
note that a range of gestures and inputs (including speech)
was observed in the community envisioning workshop.
Actuation techniques: A PV-Pix pixel will harvest energy to
power its actuation system. A low-power and compact actu-
ation mechanism (e.g., electromechanical) will be beneficial
for a higher refresh rate and smaller form factor. A servo
motor will achieve a lower rate of operation, but provide
greater deformations.
Communications and electronics: In a PV-Pix device, all mod-
ules can act together as one unit by self-powering their com-
munications using a low-power communication technology
(e.g., Bluetooth, ZigBee, etc.). A low power microcontroller
unit on each pixel with sleep/wake functionality for event-
driven operation will be beneficial. Alternatively, a PV-Pix
device could be configured in a active-matrix arrangement
for its pixels to share one or a small number of energy stor-
age, microcontroller and communication units.
Pixel-based communications have been explored in previous
work (e.g., [31]) and commercial platforms exist5. Autonomous,
tangible interfaces that handle both display and interaction have
similarly been explored [17]. However, in contrast to these, PV-
Pix is self-powered; the energy-harvesting material is the display
surface; and, the displays are tangible and deformable in nature.
5E.g.: https://www.divoom.com/product/Pixoo-Max.html (accessed January 8, 2021)
7 DEPLOYMENT
In order to gather insights into how devices constructed of PV-
Pix elements might actually be used in practice, we conducted a
longitudinal trial of two low-fidelity PV-Pix designs in-situ within
the homes of slum residents.
7.1 Low-fidelity prototypes
Using the design space above as a guide, we developed two low-
fidelity PV-Pix prototypes (see Fig. 5) which we later deployed
amongst residents of two slums. The objects used as starting points—
windows and curtains—were identified by our participants as im-
portant areas of their homes, and allowed us to consider different
dimensions of the design space in our evaluation.
PV-Pix and window frames: Figure 5 (a) shows the low-fidelity
version of the PV-Pix window prototype. The configuration
was modelled on a window blind with a 7×7 grid of square
PV-Pix slats of 70×70 cm in total. Each slat—simulated here
by perspex—represents a dye-sensitised, single-coloured,
rigid material that would be deformed by a 90 degree turn
on a dowel. The states represented were ‘closed’ where the
PV-Pix material was fully visible; and, ‘open’ after the mate-
rial had been rotated to reveal side view of the perspex. For
the prototype deployment, actuation was done by hand by
the participants as described in the deployment plan below.
PV-Pix and curtains: Figure 5 (b) shows the low-fidelity version
of the PV-Pix curtain prototype. In this design, each PV-
Pix—simulated here by coloured card—represents a flexible
organic PV material that we envisage could change state
by rolling up (to be closed) and down (to be open). For the
low-fi prototype, these rollers were simulated by different
coloured cards that could be manually flipped to indicate
a state change – i.e., red here means rolled up (closed) and
blue means rolled down (open). As with the window frame,
a grid of 49 PV-Pix elements was created, pinned to a curtain
in the participants’ homes.
7.2 Deployment plan
We recruited the same four households (H1–H4) who participated
in the diary study described earlier in this paper for a longitudinal
study over a four-week period (five days per week, 20 days total),
providing participants with a week of each type of interaction
(i.e., send or receive messages) on each prototype (i.e., window
or curtain). Prior to the deployment taking place, the head of the
families were verbally briefed about the purpose of the study, and
digital written consent for the entire family was collected. Each
household was paid |10,000 (≈ $136) for their participation.
The households participated in two pairs of relatives (H1, H2 and
H3, H4), in order for us to gather information about how they might
use each of the prototypes for sending and receiving messages to
loved ones. Due to Covid-19 lockdown restrictions at the time of the
study, we were unable to demonstrate the prototypes in person, so
an instructional video was shared with all participants and further
explained over phone calls at the start of the deployment. The
following is a summary of the plan of the deployment:
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Figure 5: (a) PV-Pix andwindow frames low-fidelity prototype. (b) PV-Pix and curtains low-fidelity prototype. (c–d) Pictographs
of all the images created/received on (c) the window frame prototype and (d) the curtain prototype over the 20 days of deploy-
ment. Note that (c–d) have been colour-coded to illustrate the categorisations we have applied to each image.
Week 1: In the first week of the trial, (H1, H2) and (H3, H4) pairs
used the windows and curtain prototypes respectively. (H1,
H3) pairs emulated sending messages and (H2, H4) receiving.
One of the family members from (H1, H3) was instructed
to create a picture message for sending with the prototype
thrice a day, (i.e., morning, afternoon and evening), and sent
a photo of the picture message made on the prototype with
a short description to a researcher. The researcher then for-
warded the photos to (H2, H4) without the message descrip-
tion. One of the recipient family members then recreated
the picture message received and tried to guess its meaning,
and sent back an image of the recreated picture message
captured using their mobile phone, along with a description
guessing what the sender might be trying to communicate
each time. The researcher then called an adult in the sender
and receiver families to discuss the messages from that day.
Week 2: In the second week the households swapped their roles;
that is, (H2, H4) and (H1, H3) pairs emulated sending and
receiving messages respectively.
Week 3-4: In the third week, the households swapped prototypes
and roles. In the fourth week, they swapped their roles but
kept the same prototype. In this way, all households took
turns at sending and receiving messages with both proto-
types. In this second half of the study the participants and
researchers followed the same protocol as before, (i.e., with
daily updates and weekly interviews). However, at the end
of fourth week there was an additional interview discussing
the experience over the entire four weeks of deployment.
7.3 Results
Over the course of the four-week trial, participants created and
interpreted a total of 120 messages (60 messages per prototype).
Since each message and interpretation was ‘relayed’ through the
researcher, we developed an understanding of each message’s con-
tent and, more importantly, its significance over time. We further
discussed each message during bi-weekly meetings with the wider
research team. We found Hassenzahl et al.’s classification of the
strategies used to create experiences of relatedness to retain at least
some of the relational significance of the messages that households
created for each other [11]. In Fig. 5 we show pictographic repre-
sentations of the messages created on both systems and, following
Hassenzahl et al.’s method, broadly classify these as: awareness
(50 %), expressivity (17 %), joint action (7 %), gift giving (6 %), mem-
ories (2 %), and other (18 %).
After analysis of the photos, descriptions and interpretations
sent to the researcher by both home parties, we concluded that
participants identified the visual image correctly 68 % of the time,
whereas interpretation of the underlying meaning of the message
was correct 52 % of the time. We also deduced that 34 % of sent
messages were not intended to contain any underlying meaning.
These “non-meaning” messages, however, were predominantly sent
during the initial weeks of the study. Messages created towards
the end of the trial tended to be more nuanced, indicating that the
forms of expressions enabled by the prototypes evolved through
use [10] and resonated with the principles of ‘slow technology’ [9].
In fact, the biggest challenge surfaced by participants was that
the transfer of the rich information in a message framed in the
mind—usually in the form of a sentence or phrase—was sometimes
lost on the encounter with the limited possibilities of a 49-pixel
square. They discussed that drawing and visualisation skills are
necessary to make these messages – one participant during week
one shared his strategy of making the message on paper as a line
drawing over 49 hand-drawn squares before replicating it on the
prototype. Despite these issues, participants managed to express
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Figure 6: PV-Pix prototype 1 – a single TiltTilemodule that can be composed into a larger grid of identical elements. The device
is constructed using a DSSC fabricated in our lab, and is used for a rigid-type deployment (e.g., in a window). From left to right,
the three views show the device’s (a) construction, (b) closed state and (c) open state. Note that we use rendered diagrams of
the prototype for clarity here. The accompanying video figure shows working examples of the actual prototype in use.
and interpret detailed messages to one another during the course of
the deployment, which has given us some insight into how and why
such interfaces may be used in these contexts. Below we discuss a
summary of some of the more notable scenarios surfaced:
Gifting a lamp: One evening, there was a 30 minute power break-
down in the area because of the monsoons. During the break-
down Kaveri6 (H1-F14) thinks about a message to send to
H2. She remembers the conversations between her mother
and Tulsi (H2-F33) about Shekhar (H2-M40) working late
into the night as he juggles two different jobs. She decides
to make a picture message of a lamp, and starts rotating
the PV-Pix elements on the window. After getting positive
feedback from her brother, Krishna (H1-M16), she takes a
photo and sends it to the researcher, along with the descrip-
tion “Table lamp – for Shekhar to use as he works late in the
night – Kaveri”. Shekhar, on receiving the image (minus the
description), goes to his window and begins recreating the
picture message. Once completed, he sends a photo with a
description “Looks like a table lamp, could be used at night” to
the researcher. He later receives a reply from the researcher
stating: “Congrats, you interpreted it correctly. Kaveri sent this
to you to use it while working at night”.
Umbrella reminder: On another morning, Anand (H1-M38)—a
street vendor—was having chai at his home. The sun was be-
hind dark clouds and reminded him of the previous evening
when he was stranded in front of a shop waiting for the
rain to subside. He told his daughter and wife that if he had
taken an umbrella with him, he could have been back home
earlier last night. His wife, Yamini (H1-F36) suggested to
her daughter to send a message of an umbrella to H2. Her
daughter quickly turned the PV-Pix pixels on the curtains
6Names used are changed for anonymity; household number, gender and age are
indicated in parentheses.
and shared the image with the researcher with a description
“An umbrella for the rain – idea by Anand, made by Yamini
and Kaveri”. On receiving the image forwarded by the re-
searcher, Shekhar (H2-M40) recreated the message on his
window and responded: “Umbrella – it might rain, use an
umbrella – Shekhar”.
Life insurance payments: Another night, Yamini (H1-F36) was
worried about missed payments to LIC (Life Insurance Cor-
poration of India), a small monthly investment she has been
making for her children. She remembers how her children
previously created a message containing the letters L-I-C for
Shekhar (H2-M40), who works as an LIC agent and recog-
nised the letters. The next morning, she created a message
containing a question mark and hoped that Shekhar would
understand she was asking about the next due date. She sent
a photo to the researcher. On receiving the relayed image,
Shekhar replicated the question mark and sent an image of
it with the caption “Possibly asking the next due date for LIC”.
These scenarios show how expressive participants can be even
with the simplest of abstract images, particularly if the messages
are—like these examples—exchanged between close-knit friends
and relatives who migrated to Mumbai from the same area 15–20
years ago and maintained regular contact and care for each other.
8 PV-PIX PROTOTYPES
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and viability of the PV-Pix
concepts explored in the low-fidelity prototype study, we built
two exemplar hardware devices: TiltTile (illustrated in Fig. 6) and
FabricOn (shown in Fig. 7). Both prototypes are shown in use in the
accompanying video figure. In the rest of this section we outline
the hardware and electronic design and construction of these de-
vices, and demonstrate their ability to provide self-powered remote
communication.
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Figure 7: PV-Pix prototype 2 – FabricOn. This prototype is constructed using a commercially available flexible organic photo-
voltaic (OPV) solar-cell, a servo motor and a series of 3D-printed and laser-cut housings (a), and rolls up or down to change
between the (b) open and (c) closed states. Note that as in Fig. 6 we use rendered diagrams of the prototype for clarity here,
and the accompanying video figure shows working examples of the actual prototype in use.
8.1 TiltTile
The TiltTile hardware demonstrates remote picture messaging us-
ing a rigid PV-Pix device employing DSSC technology and designed
to be deployed on a window. To create a TiltTile module we fabri-
cated custom DSSC cells in our laboratory following the processes
described by Solaronix [20] without the need for a clean-room envi-
ronment. For each cell we used two fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)
coated glass substrates with a thickness of 2.2mm as the top and
bottom electrodes, and a screen-printing technique to deposit a
layer of titanium oxide on the bottom electrode, sensitised using
ruthenium dye. After cleaning, the top electrode was spin-coated
with a platinum precursor and dried on a hotplate The two elec-
trodes were then sandwiched together around a gasket before being
filled with electrolyte and sealed to form an 80mm × 80mm cell.
The DSSC cell is mounted inside an acrylic inner frame with
mitre gears at the top and bearings at the bottom (Fig. 6 (a)) and
electrical pressure connectors on the sides, extended beside the
gears. This component fits into a larger frame (see Fig. 6 (b)) to
create a single TiltTile module. A servo motor is used to rotate each
solar cell around its vertical axis (Fig. 6 (c)), with an MPPT energy
harvester/charger board, lithium-ion battery, microcontroller and
XBee wireless communication board for control and remote connec-
tion. A discreet, lab-made touch sensor is mounted on the frame to
provide interactive input. We built two 2× 2 configurations of these
modules to demonstrate the design’s ability to provide remote com-
munication as explored in the low-fidelity prototype study. When
an individual TiltTile is touched, it rotates from the closed to open
state (or vice-versa), shortly followed by its remote counterpart.
8.2 FabricOn
The FabricOn hardware uses an organic photovoltaic (OPV) cell, and
is deformable, designed to be mounted over a curtain. In this demon-
strator, then, a FabricOn module changes its state by rolling or un-
rolling a section of PV tape. To achieve this we used commercially-
available flexible bidirectional solar cells of 110mm × 160mmwhich
are mounted on a 3D-printed casing, as shown in Fig. 7 (a). The
hollow casing was also used to hide an MPPT board, lithium-ion
battery, servo motor, microcontroller and wireless communication
board. As with the TiltTile modules, a discreet touch sensitive
switch is also mounted on the casing to provide user input.
8.3 Capabilities and limitations
Both the TiltTile and FabricOn devices harvest energy in low-power
operation mode, keeping the microcontroller (normally 1.2 µA),
servo motor (normally 0 µA) and wireless communication module
(normally 1 µA) in sleep mode wherever possible. For receiving
messages, the TiltTile is operated in cyclic sleep mode – waking up
for 1 second every 15 minutes to check/receive messages. To send
messages, it wakes up when the user touches the device’s switch.
The two demonstrator devices have different messaging capacities
due to the different PV technologies employed.
8.3.1 TiltTile messaging capacity. We measured the energy har-
vesting performance of our DSSC cells under two different indoor
illumination conditions: bright light near a south-facing window
(max. 5000 lx), and lower light away from a window (max. 1000 lx)
over a 12-hour period of daytime. The average energy levels pro-
duced were 32mWh and 16mWh, respectively. Received light in-
tensity is reduced by different amounts on each side of the DSSC
module when it is in the open state (i.e., facing sideways) – in this
position the average energy harvested is about 15 % lower. With
typical energy harvester efficiency of ∼80 % and each state rota-
tion consuming ∼0.23mWh, we estimate that up to four TiltTile
interactions per hour are possible; i.e., around 48 per 12-hour day.
8.3.2 FabricOn messaging capacity. We measured the total energy
harvested by an OPV tape over a 12-hour period in the same am-
bient lighting conditions as in the previous section. In the 5000 lx
condition our test module produced up to 9mWh. The OPV tape’s
performance is far poorer in low light intensity, producing only
about 15 % of that in the bright light condition. Each FabricOn
interaction consumes ∼1.42mWh, so we estimate that it may be
possible to interact with the roller approximately five times per
12-hour day when positioned in bright light.
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8.3.3 Limitations. The main limitation of the current prototypes
is, as might be expected, their energy use and generation capabil-
ity. This is a natural limitation of self-powered devices, but there
are several potential options for improvement. Using a different
PV technology could improve efficiency, particularly in low light
conditions. For example, OPV cells have limited conversion effi-
ciency of only around 4% in direct sunlight. One alternative could
be to use perovskite cells, which can achieve a higher efficiency of
27 % [22] while offering similar cost, flexible form factor and the
ability to create aesthetic colours and patterns for further blending
into nearby surfaces.
Both demonstrator devices use servo motors to rotate or roll be-
tween states. In the current versions we have integrated the smallest
possible servo motors that could rotate or roll the PV modules. The
energy consumption, size and weight of these motors currently
limits the respective parameters of a PV-Pix device. Other mecha-
nisms, such as electrostatic actuators, could be integrated to reduce
energy consumption and weight. Similarly, our existing PV-Pix
prototypes use direct wireless communication to send and receive
messages. While this is feasible between closely-located families
in Dharavi, this approach will consume higher energy to commu-
nicate over a longer range. Significant energy could be saved by,
for example, communicating through a nearby smartphone where
possible. While the use of a smartphone might appear to make the
PV-Pix approach redundant—i.e., why not simply send messages via
smartphones?—we note that the form factor and communication
possibilities enabled by our approach are not well served by amobile
(e.g., the reluctance of elders in households to use smartphones).
8.4 Reflections from community participants
on the PV-Pix concept
It was not our intention to carry out an evaluation of the working
prototypes due to their experimental nature. However, it was im-
portant to provide the participants with an opportunity to at least
see the technologies that they had helped create. Due to Covid-19
restrictions we could not take physical objects to participants, but
created videos such as the one accompanying this paper for them
to view on their mobile phones. They could relate their low-fidelity
experiences with the high-fidelity embodiments, but wanted to be
able to use a full working version. They saw the progress made on
the working version as a commitment to the idea and expressed
optimism that this could help people across India.
9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Byworking alongside co-designers from slum communities inMum-
bai, over an extended period with a diverse set of activities, together
we have elaborated a new class of material for inter-location com-
munication and explored its uses in situ. The material, which we
call PV-Pix, self-powers deformations by harvesting light energy
to afford messaging between homes. While there have been other
uses of PV to power digital interfaces and interactions, our work
emphasises the value of re-seeing such propositions through the
settings, experiences and the imaginations of communities that are
usually marginalised from mainstream future-envisioning. While
the resulting material and its use is demonstrated in slum homes—
homes that are far from those often portrayed for instance in glossy
technology advertising—we posit its relevance and potential to
act as an extensible computational material in far more affluent
and technology-rich environments (be they in California, Tokyo,
London or the million dollar residences that overlook Dharavi). A
key next step, then, is to deploy working prototypes of PV-Pix-
constructed displays in both emergent and mainstream user homes
over an extended period to both observe and compare evolving
practices, as well as to provoke alternative PV-Pix designs that
draw on the design space we have presented. We provide a toolkit
to accompany this paper7 in order that other researchers can join
us on this research journey.
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